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Elisa is a physical therapist. With her young son, Noé, she moves to Dunkirk, the city where she was born and given up for adoption, 30 years earlier. Elisa is determined to pursue the impossible task of finding her biological mother in order to understand her past and their story.

A twist of fate is going to upend her expectations.
DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT

After completing my first film, which was openly inspired by my personal experience with abandonment in Korea, and as I wondered what making a film in France meant to me, I grappled with the question of personal identity in adoption. A question which remained unresolved, much like the reconciliation in A Brand New Life.

Through this account of anonymous childbirth and its consequences, I have attempted to explore these questions following a very specific work process, starting with documentary research, seeking material that would flesh out the fiction. Looking for her is thus the continuance of A whole new life, as well as an endeavor to make up for its lack of resolution.

RECONCILIATION WITH ONE’S BIOLOGICAL PARENTS WHEN BORN ANONYMOUSLY. THE ISSUES AT STAKE IN THE NARRATIVE FALL UNDER THREE MAIN THEMES: DENIAL, IDENTITY AND RECOGNITION.

The question of her identity and true background is what sets Élisa off on this quest, seemingly made impossible by her mother’s unequivocal denial of Élisa’s existence. The possibility of being reunited with her mother is first a matter of recognition, for above all it means the recognition of Élisa’s existence.

The remote likelihood of an “incognito reunion” – a hypothetical possibility which I believe, consciously or not, haunts every abandoned child, biological parent and even adoptive parents – thus became the screenplay’s premise: Annette and Élisa, mother and daughter, are placed in each other’s presence without being aware of the bond connecting them.

It is a premise which, with the definite irony of fate – placing the mother “in the hands” of her daughter – makes recognition the story’s dramatic focal point.

RECOGNITION AND PHYSICAL THERAPY

Two comments that were made upon reading the previous version of the screenplay made it clear that we hadn’t fully explored the premise of recognition through the physical intimacy that would necessarily be involved with the physical therapy sessions.

Was it possible for Annette and Élisa to recognize each other merely through physical contact? How? Through which tangible signs? Have their bodies kept the memory of their original bond? And if so, what path would it take to unearth this memory? How can the way out of denial be found?

Thus at the rewriting stage, we made the physical therapy sessions the “backbone” of the recognition process, the path that leads from the “unconscious” to consciousness. The sessions are markers for each stage leading to this awareness, like knots that need to be untangled, one after another, to reveal their connection as it had once been between them, but also as it could be thirty years later.

Yet the physical therapy sessions aren’t the only place where the recognition process unfolds. There are steps that Annette and Élisa take
towards each other, on their own, together, and through others. There is also Noé’s perspective. Having inherited the features of the Arab man who was Élisa’s father, his identity also plays a role in this journey towards recognition. In addition, with his appearance that seems so familiar to Annette (although she cannot quite identify it) he provokes in her an attraction that upsets the course of events.

The film’s French title, I hope you will be loved madly, are the last words that André Breton writes to his daughter in Mad Love. The poetry slam which closes the film uses the very words from this letter, evoking the idea of an idealized recognition.

IMPRESSiONiSM AND REALiSM: privATe BODY AND sociAL BODY

The unusual encounter between Élisa and Annette reveals an indescribably intimate territory as well as sensations and emotions around healing rituals that are part of a multifaceted pattern (return, repetition, reminiscence) that punctuates the film. The idea of impressionism may seem overdone to some. The source of inspiration was Monet’s working process. He painted the same places at different moments of the day – sometimes at intervals of several years – from viewpoints that were practically identical.

In the course of the physical therapy sessions, the visits to the places where she was abandoned (former maternity ward, children’s home) and throughout the entire city where Annette and Élisa’s story took place - and where it is being written again - I wanted to use the same idea of repetition of viewpoints (frames) and paths (rhythm and movement) to suffuse the images and sound with the characters’ emotions. Through the use of color, lighting, and contrasts, I tried to capture their nuances and variations in order to create an explicit tension that reflects the emotional tension.

Yet, what is being played out in private for these two women takes place within a very ordinary social framework. While scouting possible locations in Dunkirk, I realized that I wanted the scenery to be more than the story’s contextual backdrop; I wanted the film to be a precise and realistic reflection of the city. That was already an intention at the writing stage, but this was confirmed at the sight of these places teeming with economic and social history, laden with so many symbols (the sea, bridges, canals...heavy industry, urban restoration and town planning, the association of communities into a greater urban agglomeration, immigration, etc.).

Élisa’s quest would not be exactly the same without this absent father who is only mentioned at the end, by his first name. I wondered for a long-time how to portray this missing figure. He is of course partially there in Noé’s facial features.

Instead of a mental image or a fantasized representation of the father, I thought about sound, about music as a voice that hums a familiar tune. It’s the same pattern of return, of reminiscence that inspired me. I thought about Ibrahim Maalouf’s music, of the singular sound of his trumpet that is like a whispering voice. Jazz music with Arab influences, naturally, but also peppered with melancholy accents that would mark a difference with the “ordinary” scenery, architecture, the North Sea, and the industrial zones.

A discrepancy between genres and styles which I believe brings a romantic flair to this world.
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Looking for Her is her second feature.
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